ULTIMATE YOUTH FOOTBALL
PRACTICE PLAN
Ages 5-8
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Purpose of the Practice
The overall purpose of the practice is to educate the players about football. You want to teach
them how to do the all-important basics well. These basics include blocking, tackling, running
with the ball, catching the ball, taking a handoff and handing off, reacting to what’s happening
on the field, and even running on the field. Most importantly, you want to make sure you allow
the kids to have fun. Teach them and make them sound football players but remember that it is
still a game and should be fun for the kids.
Players should always stretch before practice begins. This should be organized and supervised by
the coaches. You want to make sure all players stretch their entire body so that injuries are
avoided. It should be stressed to the players how important stretching is to performance and for
avoiding injuries. Getting players to stretch well at this age will develop healthy stretching habits
that will last a lifetime.
After stretching, you can then begin the actual practice. Practice should be divided into
segments. You can begin with a warm-up, then individual skills, then group work, then special
teams, an offensive period, a defensive period, and finally cool-down and conditioning.
Again, the main point of the practice should be to teach the players how to play the game
correctly and it should also be kept fun. You don’t want to push any players away from the game
because the practice is too much work. At this age the players shouldn’t be made to feel as if
they are working. Football is a game and should be treated as such for young kids.
Kids at this age don’t have a lot of patience and they need to be kept busy at all times. Therefore,
you should keep the practice moving at all times and try to keep all players doing something for
the entire practice.
The following drills will help you shape great young football players who will grow and mature
into great football players.
NOTE: all the drill diagrams in this report were created using Football Blueprint. For more
information on this incredibly simple to use software, go to http://www.FootballBlueprint.com

Equipment Needed
For these drills all players need to be in full pads. You will also need blocking pads and cones. If
available, you may also want to use a blocking sled.
Obviously you need footballs too.
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Warm-Up (5 Minutes)
The warm-up part of the practice should occur after stretching. Players should be loose before
actually beginning to warm-up with the following drills. After the stretching you want to run a
few drills that will help players get their energy level up. You want to ease them into the
practice. However, you also want to use this as an opportunity to help players with their skills.
Below you’ll find 2 great drills you can use for the 5 minute warm-up period.

Running Warm-Up
Purpose: As we mentioned above, you want to ease your players into the main part of the
practice. Therefore you want to start off slow. However, you don’t want to have your players
perform any drills that won’t help them be better football players. You want to use this
opportunity to teach them the basics too. This drill helps teach your players how to run properly
and it also helps them with their agility.
How it’s Run: Players begin on one goal line. They will run a specific way at half speed for 10
yards, then walk for 10 yards, and then run another way at half speed for another 10 yards. The
drill continues for the full 100 yards of the football field.
So, from the goal line the players will run like a robot (denoted below with a blue squiggly line).
They will drive their fists down from their neck all the way down to behind their butt. They
should drive their fists down with each stride. Then they’ll walk for 10 yards (denoted blow with
a black solid line). Then they’ll run half speed while kicking their knees up to their chest
(denoted with a red broken line). After walking another 10 yards, they’ll run half speed with their
legs straight out much like a Russian march (denoted by a yellow squiggly line). Once they
reach the 50 yard line they will do the running styles in reverse order (as denoted below).
Result: This will help your players warm-up and it will also help them learn to run properly and
it will increase their agility. Coaches should watch to make sure all the players are running
correctly at all times. Players should not be pushed to complete this drill quickly. It is a warm-up
drill.
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Simon Shows
Purpose: This is similar to the children’s game “Simon Says” except you show the players how
to move with a football. Much of football is seeing and reacting as the play develops. This drill
will help players learn to read and react.
How it’s Run: Players stand facing the coach. They should be spaced out so that they have
plenty of room to move. All players need to be able to see the coach. The coach is holding a ball.
When the coach holds the ball to the right all the players move in that direction (to their left as
they face the coach). When the coach moves the ball to the left the players should move in that
direction. When the ball is moved to the coach’s chest all the players should move toward the
coach. And when the ball is held down low all the players should drop on the ground and
immediately get back up.
Result: This drill will teach players to react to what’s happening in front of them on the field.
However, coaches need to make sure proper fundamentals are used by all the players. Players’
feet should not cross over as they slide from side to side. Also, players shouldn’t lose sight of the
coach. Their heads should be up at all times.
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Individual Skills (20 Minutes)
At this age you want players to have a basic understanding of all the drills. This should include
catching a football, blocking, tackling, and running. Just about all the drills during practice will
be building on individual skills. However, for this section you want to focus in on getting your
players to do the basic things well. This includes hitting each other and being ready pre-snap and
exploding at the snap of the ball.

Ride the Pads Drill
Purpose: This is a very basic drill that will teach players not to be scared of hitting each other.
This can be used in the first practice with full pads and any practice beyond that.
How it’s Run: A blocking bad is placed on the ground and 2 players straddle the pad and face
each other. These players should be similar in size and age. The players will get in the read
position and explode forward into each other on the whistle. The drill continues this way until
the players hit each other a few times. The coach should continually repeat that the players’ pads
protect them and they shouldn’t be afraid to hit each other as hard as they can.
Result: This drill will teach players not to be afraid of contact. Coaches should look for players
that shy away from contact and encourage them to continue the drill until they are exploding into
the other player.
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Ready, Set, Hut

Purpose: This drill will help players to get in the proper stance pre-snap. It will also help them
explode on the snap of the ball.
How it’s Run: Players get in lines across the field. Each player needs to be able to have the
space to explode forward. (The quarterbacks will need room to go backward.) The coach will
yell “Ready” and the players will plant their feet and prepare to get into their assigned stance.
Then the coach will yell “Set” and the players will get into their specific stance that corresponds
to their position.
Finally, the coach will yell “Hut” and the players will explode forward three steps. (The
quarterbacks will go into their drop back.) This drill should be repeated several times.
Result: On each command coaches should be walking around and looking at all the players.
Coaches should correct any stances that aren’t correct. Also, any players that explode too late or
without energy should be corrected.
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Group Work (20 Minutes)
For group work you want to continue to work on the basics. You want to continue to teach the
fundamentals. During this part of practice (since it is group work) you want to teach skills that all
players and all positions can use.

Blocking Drill
Purpose: All players need to know the basics for how to block. This drill will help each player
learn the proper technique for how to block.
How it’s Run: Players should be paired up. Players of similar age, size, and position should be
paired together.
Players will face each other. On the coach’s whistle the one player will block the other player.
He should focus on getting into the proper stance (for his position), exploding out of the stance
on the whistle, and driving the defender back with his hips. The defender should provide
resistance as he’s driven back.
After a couple seconds the coach should blow the whistle and the block should be released. Then
the players will switch rolls and the other player will do the blocking.
Result: Coaches should look for proper technique by all players. The feet, hips, and hands
should be especially focused on. The face and hands should hit the defender at the same time and
the legs should accelerate and drive the defender back. Also, the blocker should have a wide base
with his feet and drive with short choppy steps.
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9 v 7 Speed Drill
Purpose: This drill will help players on both offense and defense get their plays down. It will
drill the plays over and over.
How it’s Run: For this drill you will have 2 teams of offense and 2 teams of defense. Usually
the drill will involve 9 offensive players and 7 defensive players. You want to include all
positions except the receivers and the secondary. Therefore, you might have more than a 9 v 7
depending on how you play offense and defense.
The first team offense will run a play. The second team offense will huddle while the 1st team is
running a play and then immediately break their huddle and run a play when the 1st offense is
done. Then the 1st offense will huddle while the 2nd offense is running a play and so on. The
result is a constant stream of plays being run.
The 1st defense will stay on the field for 6 plays and the switch out with the 2nd defense.
Usually this drill is run at ½ speed or ¾ speed.
Result: Coaches should look for the proper alignments for each play. They should also look for
proper technique and execution during each play.
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Special Teams (10 Minutes)
Special Teams work for 5-8 years old is usually minimal. At this age kickoffs usually aren’t
used, field goals aren’t attempted, and punts are rare. Most coaches will occasionally punt the
ball. Therefore, it’s important to briefly wok on punting each practice. The following are 2 drills
– one for punting and one for receiving the punt.

Stay in Your Lane
Purpose: This drill will teach players to stay in their lanes on the punt. In order to fully cover the
field each player should run down the field and stay in their lane. They should not just run to the
ball until the ball carrier comes near them.
How it’s Run: Players line-up in punt formation. The coach yells out the “hut” and player
simulate blocking. Then the coach yells “punt” and the players sprint down the field in their
lanes. After about 30 yards the coach blows the whistle and the drill is run again.
This drill can also be run with the ball actually being snapped back and the ball being punted.
However, this deep snapper and the punter will have to work on their jobs before they join the
drill.
Result: Coaches should look to make sure all players hold their blocks until they are supposed
to run downfield. Then coaches should make sure each of the players are running down field in
the correct lane.
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Punt Return – Zone Block
Purpose: This drill will practice returning the punt to the right or to the left side of the field.
How it’s Run: This drill is run at half speed. There will be a punting team and a return team.
The return team will have to find the ball (that the coach will throw for this drill), and then set-up
their zone blocks.
Middle blockers will be instructed to hold their blocks as long as possible. Other players will run
down the field and try to block a zone. If the ball is punted into their zone then they should block
any opposing player who enters that zone. Other players should block to the left or the right of
the zone depending on which side of the zone they started on. So, a player on the far right of the
formation will block to the right of the zone (unless the ball is punted to the far right. The first
player down the field should always be blocked first.
Returners should “fair catch” any ball that is punted high in the air. Returners should also call the
ball when they intend to catch it.
Result: Some coaches at this level don’t even try to advance a punt. They just play their base
defense and let the punt go where it may. Whether you decide to use a punt return is completely
up to you.
If you do decide to use a punt return you will want to use at least 3 returners. Coaches should
make sure all players run the drill at half speed and that players are blocking in the correct zone.
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Offensive Period (15 Minutes)
There are many offensive skills that players this age need to learn. Two of the most basic, yet
most important, are carrying the ball and catching the ball. So, during the offensive period of the
practice these skills should always be worked on. Of course, there are other skills that need to be
worked on as well. But these 2 skills are 2 of the most important. These next 2 drills are both
very important for developing these offensive skills.

Carry with the Outside Arm
Purpose: This drill will teach players to carry the ball in the proper arm while running
downfield.
To reduce the risk of fumbling the football (or getting it stripped) players should always carry the
ball in the arm closest to the sideline. Then they should use their free arm to shield defenders.
How it’s Run: For this drill 3 cones are placed on each side of the field (near each sideline). The
cones should be placed about 5 yards apart. A blocking sled or a player holding a blocking pad
should be at the end of each set of cones. At the other end players should form a line. A coach
will face each line.
The coach will toss a football to the 1st player in line. That player will catch the ball and tuck it
into his outside arm. His hand should cover one point of the ball and the other point should be
tucked into the crook of his elbow. The player should run between the cones and the sideline and
then hit the blocking sled (or pad) at the end of the line with his free arm as he runs past.
Result: Coaches should look to make sure the player carries the ball in the correct arm. The
player should hold the ball correctly and should properly shield himself with his free arm as he
runs past the pad at the end of the line.
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Catching Drills
Purpose: This drill is designed to help players learn to catch the ball. While there isn’t a lot of
passing at this age level, it’s still very important for players to learn how to catch the ball
properly so they will be fundamentally strong from an early age. At this age it’s not a bad idea to
have all players participate in the catching drills.
How it’s Run: There will be 3 different stations. Each station will have a line of players and
each station will require the player to catch the ball differently. Each station will have a coach
tossing the ball to the first player in line.
The first station will require the player to catch a ball above their waist. For this their hands
should be turned up (fingers up) and their thumbs should be touching. For balls off to the side the
players should use the outside hand to catch the ball and the other hand to cradle the ball. So the
point of the ball should go into the palm of the outside hand.
The second station will require players to catch a ball below their chest. For this they will turn
their hands over and their pinkies should touch. They should form a basket with their hands.
The final station will work on over-the-shoulder catches. For this players should hold the hands
like they do with station 2. Their pinkies should be touching. Balls should not be thrown hard at
any station. The point is to help players learn to catch the proper way.
Result: Coaches should look to make sure players are using their hands to catch the ball. More
emphasis should be placed on how their hands are positioned rather than whether they catch the
ball.
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Defensive Period (15 Minutes)
As with the other parts of practice, you want the defensive period to focus on the basics. This
means you want to concentrate on tackling. Obviously there are many other parts to playing
defense too. But tackling is the most important, especially at this age. So, both of these drills
focus on tackling.

Tackling Technique Drill
Purpose: This a great drill to teach proper tackling technique. The tackler will get a lot of help
with tackling a ball carrier straight on and then tackling at an angle. A coach will get plenty of
chances to make sure the tackler is breaking down correctly and wrapping correctly.
How it’s Run: For this drill you need pairs of cones lined up about 3 yards apart. You need one
line of tacklers and another line of ball carriers. The ball carrier will run between each of the
cones and meet the tackler there. The tackler will hit the ball carrier and wrap him up. Then the
tackler will let the ball carrier go. Both players will move on and meet again in between the next
set of cones. The players will continue to run through the drill until they reach the last pair of
cones. Then the ball carrier will run at ¾ speed and the tackler will tackle him at an angle.
Result: Coaches should look to make sure the tackler is breaking down and wrapping up the
ball carrier correctly. The coaches should also look at the tackler’s feet as he moves from cone to
cone. He should go from cone to cone as if reading a running back coming through the line of
scrimmage.
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Chase Drill
Purpose: Often a defender has to run a play down from behind. This drill will help teach the
proper technique for chasing a ball carrier down and making the tackle.
How it’s Run: For this drill you need 2 lines of players and 2 cones. 1 cone should be placed
about 5 yards from the sideline. The other cone should be placed about 2 yards behind and 3
yards to the right of the 1st cone.
A line of ball carriers will line-up at the cone nearest the sideline and a line of tacklers will lineup at the other cone. On the whistle, the ball carrier will run at ¾ speed down the sideline and the
tackler will chase him down. The tackler should chase down the ball carrier and make the tackle
from behind.
Eventually this drill can involve the ball carrier running at full speed too. However, the tacklers
need to understand the proper angle of pursuit first and the inside cone may need to be moved
more toward the middle of the field.
Result: Coaches should make sure the tackler is chasing down the ball carrier at the proper
angle. Also, the tackler should wrap the ball carrier correctly and not try to make the tackle too
soon (before he’s close enough to wrap properly).
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Cool Down and Conditioning (5 Minutes)
Conditioning for players at this age isn’t as important as it is for older players. However, the
players still need to be in good condition and they also need to get in the habit of being
conditioned at the end of the practice. They also need to have a proper cool down. At this age the
drills you run at the end of practice can be fun for the players. Here are the 2 drills that are
effective and fun for the players.

Follow the Leader
Purpose: This drill is designed to help with conditioning and cooling down (depending how the
coach wants the drill to go). It will also help players learn to read and react since they will follow
the coach and copy what the coach does.
How it’s Run: This drill works best when more than 1 coach runs it. However, it can be run
with just 1 coach. Players should line-up behind the coach (or players can divide into different
groups if there is more than 1 coach). The coach will start off either sprinting, shuffling to the
left or the right, back peddling, or doing any number of other activities. The players will follow
the coach and mimic him. The coach should shout out the new activity just before he begins to
do it. For example, the coach may yell sprint and then sprint forward 10 yards, and then he may
yell to shuffle right, and then shuffle to the right. The coach can include a lot of sprints early in
the drill to help with condition and then slow things down toward the end of the drill in order to
allow the players to cool down.
Result: Coaches should make sure all players are performing the correct activity and that
players aren’t being lazy.
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Monkey See, Monkey Do
Purpose: This is a fun drill that will also help players cool down and learn to read and react.
This also helps instill leadership skills in certain players and will help coaches see which players
naturally take to leadership roles.
How it’s Run: Divide players into groups of 6 or 7. 1 player will be selected as the leader of the
group. The other player will form a circle around the leader, leaving plenty of room for
movement between themselves.
The leader will do a variety of different things and the other players will mimic what he does.
For example, he might start with jumping jacks, then bear crawl, then crab walk, and then roll on
the ground. The other players should do whatever the leader does.
Result: Coaches should make sure that all the players follow what the leader does. Also,
coaches should assess how well each leader does and how comfortable the leaders are with what
they’re doing (leading the other players).
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Ages 5-8 Football Practice Template
Choose one or two drills to complete for each practice segment
Date ___________________ Team ___________________ Coach _______________________

Time

Practice Segment

5 Mins.

Warm-Up

Running Warm-Up

Warm-Up

Simon Shows

Individual Skills

Ride the Pads

Individual Skills

Ready, Set, Hut

Group Work

Blocking Drill

Group Work

9 v 7 Speed Drill

Special Teams

Stay in Your Lane

Special Teams

Punt Return, Zone Block

Offensive Period

Carry with the Outside Arm

Offensive Period

Catching Drills

Defensive Period

Tackling Technique Drill

Defensive Period

Chase Drill

Cool Down / Conditioning

Follow the Leader

Cool Down / Conditioning

Monkey See, Monkey Do

20 Mins.

20 Mins.

10 Mins.

15 Mins.

15 Mins.

5 Mins.

Drill

Comments
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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